Deeply inspired by the architecture, landscape of Qatar, says renowned Italian photographer
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Francesca Pompei is a professional photographer focused on art and architectural images, a member of the Board of Italian Association of Professional Photographers-TAI. Visual from 2012 to 2021, and a member of Fotogramia. She is represented by the Art-Cromatic Agency. Photovista Collection New Vision. The Sharada exhibition at QNL’s Islamic Center AlFanar, Doha, is open to the public until January 12, she said. "When we enter the Sharada exhibition, we are invited to a journey through a fairy fascination. A journey between light and dark, so that the spectator can see in a new way, a dynamic and evocative energy."

The Sharada exhibition is part of the celebration of the Italian Contemporary Art Day! presented by Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in collaboration with the International Association of Contemporary Art Museums.

The envoy thanked the Qatar National Library for its support and cooperation in organizing the exhibition. He said that he was particularly proud of having Francesca Pompei’s works which create a clear connection between Italy and Qatar. "As they show Doha’s iconic architectural sights from the eyes of an Italian artist. To see such art, art lovers may visit Qatar National Library or the artist’s website: https://www.fotovista.com/francescapi/"
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